
Being a woman, how chal-
lenging is it to be an Air
Force officer?
Undoubtedly, being in the

forces is very challenging.

Whenever a female decides

to enter the force, she needs

to be both mentally and

physically prepared, which is

a major challenge before us.

However, the eligibility stan-

dards for both men and

women, are the same. The

organisation does not pro-

mote gender bias.

In your 14 years with the Air
Force, how has the perception of
a woman officer changed?
Compared to the beginning, the

number of women joining the

forces has increased; it shows that

a lot more people are becoming aware of

women joining the forces. Parents are

gradually feeling comfortable about

sending their daughters in the forces.

And of course, girls are more decisive

now than ever before. They are more en-

thusiastic and determined than men.

How are women reshaping the IAF?
In the forces, men and women are equal.

There are various branches and every-

body does their own part. It’s an organ-

isation where everybody is required to

do their assigned job, irrespective of the

fact that you are a man or a woman.

Apart from being an officer, you are
also a mother and a wife. How do you
manage all your roles?
Someone who is determined, and gets a

little support from home, is able to suc-

cessfully juggle many hats. In the forces,

we might be  working under more pres-

sure because the work hours are not

fixed, and there may be sudden emer-

gencies. So we have to be extra strong

and require support from the family. 

What has been the proudest moment in
your career?
For any Air Force officer, the proudest

moment is when you get commissioned

but yes, leading the Guard of honour

was also one.

What’s the best compliment you’ve got?
I went for a seminar in the uniform of a

wing commander. Seeing me, a for-

eigner said “Oh that’s a lady officer.”

Why I take it as a compliment is that she

didn’t know who I was, but I had per-

sonified lady officers. That’s why I liked

it so much. It wasn’t about me or my

face but people knew that I was a lady

officer from the Indian Air Force.

Your advice to those who wish to join
the Indian Air Force?
It is an excellent career option for both

boys and girls. For girls, even better be-

cause of the position and respect you

gain. Even the uniform garners respect.

On the whole, it’s a complete package

for a good career.

Text: Surudhip Raam
AIS Vasundhara 1, XII A G  T

…says Wing Commander Pooja Thakur, the lady
who turned heads when she led the three defence
forces during the Guard of honour for Barack
Obama on Republic Day. In conversation with
GT Reporters of AIS Vasundhara 1, she shares
the pride associated with the forces

Do you agree with the trend

of giving away awards?

a) Yes  b) No 

c) Can’t say

To vote, log on to 
www.theglobaltimes.in
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GT Reporters interact with Wing Commander Pooja Thakur
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O
n an average, people across the world swap seven

careers in their lifetime. They start with some-

thing, pursue something else

and end up as something else alto-

gether. Unlike the stuck-in-a-job-for-

life syndrome of yesteryears, today’s

youth are game to exploring multiple

career avenues. That brings us to the

question - is career swap-

ping a by-product of too

many options or

the lack of it? Let’s

formulate.

[Choices] ∞ = Blessings
Then: Swinging between plan As

and plan Bs of career options.

Now: With infinite choices avail-

able, youngsters discover various

facets of their personality by dab-

bling in activities they enjoy.

Dabbling with infinite career

choices to realise one’s calling is

today’s mantra. Best selling writer Chetan Bhagat, a qual-

ified engineer (IIT) with a management degree (IIM),

worked as an investment banker before he ended up mar-

rying words. More the choices, happier the soul. Today,

career swapping is the trend! 

Confidence = ∑ Knowledge
Then: Dreams defined/ inheriting

parents’ career 

Now: Today, it’s more about ‘I’m

confident and I know it’. Dreams

are gaining precedence over an-

cient career choices. With myriad

options and resources available,

the youth is confident of changing

a career they are not passion-

ate about. For instance, Harsha Bhogle worked in an ad-

vertising agency for two years, following which he com-

pleted another two-year stint at a sports management

company before plunging headlong into professional com-

mentary. Today, it’s all about ‘this is how we do it; this is

how it’s done’. 

:= (I , me,  myself) = Boss
Then: Rat race for an MNC career

Now: More and more youngsters are game to experiment

and take risks. Leaving their cubicle jobs behind, they

want to be ‘their own boss’ and explore innovative ideas.

No wonder the time is ripe for innumerous start-ups to

bloom and grow. IIT Bombay alumni Bhavish Aggarwal

and Ankit Bhati, gave up high profile careers to launch

Olacabs in 2011, which went on to become one of the

most popular car rentals. The youth is firm in the belief

- ‘forever is composed of nows’.

Medical = Engineering > Fashion 
Designer 

Then: Safe career options

Now: The contours of defining a career are changing rap-

idly. Youngsters today feel they’ve been-there, done

that, and want to swim ahead in the sea of ideas that

further open wide vistas of life. Software engineer

by degree, stand-up comedian by passion, Kanan

Gill rose to fame by conquering YouTube with

his ‘Pretentious Movie Re-

views’ series. Being in an-

other career doesn’t close

all other doors for one who wants to

try something new. Sometimes, the sec-

ond choice turns out to be the better one. Per-

haps the third one, even better. 

Justin Trudeau has almost done it all -

teacher, actor, boxer, activist before going on

to become the Canadian Prime Minister.

Today, it’s more about following the heart

and the will to pursue one’s passion. The

sooner we realise our passion, the sooner

one’s life gets sorted. G  T

Then: Do what your

parents say. Now: Do

what your heart says.

For multi-faceted

youngsters who want to

achieve-it-all, career

swapping is an

undeniable reality

Be all you want to be!

Pic: Harshal Dev, X B

Model: Siddhant Jha, X B, AIS Vas 1

Women are more 
determined than men

Wing Commander 

Pooja Thakur

This special edition has
been brought to you by
AIS Vasundhara 1 as a
part of the GT Making A
Newspaper Contest. The
inter-Amity newspaper
making competition
entails each branch of
Amity across Delhi/NCR
churning its own ‘Contest
Edition’. The eight special
editions are pitted against
one another at the end of
the year, which decides
the winner at GT Awards. 



Ground Reporting Human interest story 
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GT has sown the seed of
philanthropy in me.

Shubham Ghoshal, AIS Vas 1, X A
Page Editor
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Sanchita Tiwari, VIII D  & 

Megha Chattopadhyay, VIII A, AIS Vas 1

L
ife is valuable and safe, just a second prior to

an accident. The rush in every aspect of life

has made traffic and its flow even faster.

But, what happens when one loses a loved one to a

road accident? Does life cease to be meaningful?

Does one land in an abyss-less blame game? Not

always. Meet Doris Francis, an unsung hero who

overcame her personal grief and chose to be a war-

rior instead of a victim. 

Her story...will give you goosebumps
Flashback 2008. Khoda intersection at NH 24.

Doris, her husband and their 17 year old daughter

were returning home in an auto when suddenly a

speeding car rammed into their three-wheeler. The

impact was such that all three fell out of the vehicle,

and were severely injured. They ended up in the

hospital, their daughter in a critical condition.

Though Doris and her husband survived with minor

injuries, her daughter couldn’t be saved. 

Her faith...kept her going
Losing their daughter drenched the family in deep

shock but the one thought which kept recurring in

Doris’ mind after the tragedy struck was, “If some-

one controlled the traffic at that intersection, maybe

I wouldn’t have lost my daughter.” Though she had

been manning that area off and on due to errant traf-

fic and chaos since 2003, the incident shook her up.

It renewed her sense of purpose in what she was

doing. Reaffirming that it was the need of the hour,

she began to go there each day. 

Doris started to help commuters cross the chaotic

stretch without disturbance, in a regulated manner.

Every morning during the peak hours from 7-10 am,

you can spot this vigilant fighter dressed in white,

doing what in all sense of practicality is the job of

the traffic police. “Mujhe khushi hai ki tab se aaj
tak, yahaan kisi ki jaan nahi gayi; sivai ek Sunday

ko jab main church gayi thi,” she beams with tears

in her eyes. 

Her struggle...fosters respect
In the beginning when she started this voluntary

service, people would mock at her, called her “paa-
gal” or simply made fun of her; but today, the very

same people salute Francis and respect her when

she’s on duty. There was a time, when government

officials misbehaved with her and her family, and

forced the police to demoralise her. Once, her son

was jailed due to false accusation by the police, all

to demotivate her from holding fort at the trisection.

But her relentless service forced people to eat their

words. Gradually, everyone started respecting her,

including the traffic police personnel. “One au-
towala brings me water to drink every day. Even

the police cars which pass by, salute me,” she 

admits with pride.

Her success...is a lesson for everyone
Doris feels a deep sense of satisfaction for having

done something for the society, though she is clear

she doesn’t want to be known as a social worker.

“People who call themselves samaj sevaks are ac-

tually vote hunters. A real social worker is one

who doesn’t speak for himself, rather lets his/her

work speak,” Doris rues. People often try to avoid

going to places associated with memories of los-

ing someone. 

Doris instead believes, “What I have lost, I can

never get back but I come here unfailingly every

day because I don’t want anyone else to suffer the

way I have.” 

Awards and rewards
�Dr. Ambedkar Vicharak School’s association

award for selfless social service (2015)

�Aggarwal Mitr Mandal Sh.Gendo Devi Goel Me-

morial award (2015)

�Sadak Suraksha Samman (2015)

�Ghaziabad traffic police award (2014)

�Dainik Jagran first women’s achievement.G  T

U-Turn of L(if)e

News Room 

Great minds at work
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Lady in white Doris on duty at NH 24 Each day is a lesson Doris opens up to GT Reporters

We, the Team

Ground Reporting

Indian roads are replete

with tales that end with

death. Doris Francis,

picked up from one

such sad ending to build

a happy beginning

Worldwide, India tops

the list of countries with the

highest numbers of road

accidents.

In India, Delhi bags the

top spot with the maximum

number of reported lives lost

annually.

Road traffic crashes rank

as the 9th leading cause of

death every year.

They account for 2.2% of

all deaths globally.

Crash facts



T
hese days, the ‘selfie’ is
not only a ubiquitous
cultural phenomenon

around the world; it has also
become somewhat of a social
necessity. Especially with
teenagers, there seems to be an
incessant competition about
who is taking the ‘best’ selfie.
Some universities, with
specialised courses, might help
you win this competition.
Ojasvi Rajeev Sharma, AIS
Vas 1, X B presents the details. 

About the course
A course on selfie is known by different names in dif-

ferent universities and some don’t even have the word

‘selfie’ in them. The City Lit College, London, calls it

‘The art of photographic self-portraiture’ while Uni-

versity of Southern California has an even complicated

name - ‘Writing 150: Identity and Diversity’. For stu-

dents, it is #selfiecourse. In a typical course, students

have to click selfies and analyse the background, their

clothes, the gestures they make and any other objects in

the picture. They are also asked to compare their self-

ies with those of other students and different personal-

ities like Kim Kardashian who frequently post their

selfies on social media. If somehow your selfie turns

out to be better than that of Kardashians’, then you

don’t require the course anymore; you are more than

qualified (just kidding).

Why take the course
‘Rule of thirds’, ‘two handed selfie frame’, ‘crop in

tight’ - numerous nuances go into creating the perfect

selfie. If you want it the professional way, go for it. 

.Who can take the course
The good news is that eligibility is not an issue; it’s not

rocket science and you don’t need to be a science stu-

dent to take a selfie. 

Take in India
PM Modi’s selfies are all the rage in China. In his home

state Gujarat, a course on selfie-taking is on offer. A

learning programme - that is how Aditi Raval, radio

jockey, advertises the two-week ‘Selfiegraphers’ course

she has started in association with Ahmedabad’s LJ

College. Charging a cool Rs 2,500 for a two-week

course, she got 150 applications for 20 seats in her first

batch! According to her, “It’s not about getting addicted

to selfies but about doing them the right way.” Tips?

“The three most important things to take the perfect

selfie are angle, light and subject,” says the RJ. G  T
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GT has sown the seed of a journo in me.
#GTinterview.

Ojasvi R Sharma
AIS Vas 1, X B, Page Editor
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Send your answers to The Global Times, E-26, Defence
Colony,  New Delhi - 24  or e-mail your answer at

brainleaks@theglobaltimes.in

Name:...................................................

Class:...................................................

School:................................................

Amity Institute
for Competitive 
Examinations

Presents

FOR CLASS XI-XII

Brainleaks-155

Last Date: 

Dec 3, 2015

Ans. Brainleaks 154

(c) Pentose - phosphate shunt in liver 

correct entries win 
attractive prizes

A thin uniform annular disc (see

figure) of mass M has outer

radius 4R and inner radius 3R

The work required to take a unit

mass from point P on its axis to

infinity is 

(a) 

(b) 

(c)

(d)

Megha Chattopadhyay

AIS Vasundhara 1, VIII A

Website: Disney Junior
Suitable for: Kindergarten

Disney fans will swoon for the interac-

tive activities in the digital world of Dis-

ney with their favourite characters. Play

games, paint, watch videos, listen to

music and even read stories! Fun, right?

Website: EcoKids
Suitable for: Elementary

Harness your eco-enthusiasm with

green-themed games and articles. This

site is a perfect complement to the ele-

mentary school curriculum helping you

make a real impact on the environment.

Ready to become a ‘green ranger’?

Website:  How Stuff Works
Suitable for: Middle school

The scientist inside you is always hun-

gry. This no-frills site is jam-packed

with information to feed you knowledge

about how things work. ‘How stuff

works’ is not only geared specifically for

kids but it’s hard to imagine a tween or

teen who wouldn’t love it. 

Website: Aglasem 
Suitable for: High School

Sometimes, you might desperately feel

the need for guided assistance for your

homework. Well, Aglasem is your one-

step solution! It provides guidance in all

subjects and even offers notes of chap-

ters and answers from the experts.

Website: Brain Pop 
Suitable for: All age groups

This American site offers fun and edu-

cational animated videos together with

games, quizzes and related materials

covering all the main subjects along with

arts and music. It helps to reinforce the

school curriculum right from kinder-

garten to grade 12. G  T

The 5-star selfie

Web-o-maniac ahoy!

Transcend intrusion...

Pic: Harshal Dev, AIS Vas 1, X B; Models: Students & teacher of AIS Vas 1

If you’re the one, then let’s get productive?

These sites will keep you engaged for good

Illustration: Vidhi Bindal

AIS Vas 1, X A

Where to study �City Lit College, London 

�University of Southern 

California, United Kingdom

�LJ College, Ahmedabad

Cost $ 160/ 10404/ 132 

Duration 1-2 months

Details

Shubham Ghoshal, AIS Vas 1, X A

A
re you one of those who strug-

gle to focus on the textbook

or concentrate on what is

being said in the class? Well, if

yes, then here’s good news -

boring books or mundane ex-

ercises are not the only way to

improve your concentration.

Some cool and interesting

hobbies could help you

achieve the task at hand too. 

Playing computer games:

While  shooter or racing games

(though fun) don’t help the brain;

certain games (like Starcraft), espe-

cially video games improve concen-

tration and focus. 

Focal point: A study by Queen Mary

and University College, London, has

shown that cognitive flexibility, a cor-

nerstone of human intelligence, is not a

static trait but can be trained and im-

proved by using tools like gaming. Com-

puter games help children overcome the

disease of Attention Deficit Hyperac-

tivity Disorder.

Collectibles galore: People have been

collecting things for a long time; it is

one of the oldest hobbies. This hobby,

while demanding, is also very reward-

ing. It requires a lot of effort whether

you collect stamps, coins or Hotwheels

(yes, we’ve seen that too). 

Focal point: This hobby cer-

tainly enhances observational

and organisational skills,

besides increasing curiosity.

Checkmate: Chess never gets old, does

it? Nothing gives you the same satisfac-

tion as formulating a strategy, mentally

combating a clever opponent and gradu-

ally crushing his army of 16 soldiers.

You can also play online on dif-

ferent sites. Playing online has

its own fun quotient, as you

might be inspired to prove

your skills in the site’s com-

munity and would thus

carefully plan every move. 

Focal point: Chess has

been known to improve

neural connections in the

brain and exercise both

sides of it.

Wingardium Leviosa: How

about swishing your magic wand

and casting a spell? Stand in front

of the mirror and practice a cool trick

until you’ve mastered it. It is impressive

to perform a trick in front of everyone.

Focal point: Those hours in front of the

mirror getting the hand movements

right will increase your ability to pay

attention in the history class. Worth the

effort! Also, magic enhances cognition

and self confidence. 

Fine-tuning the strings: The world of

music is all encompassing. With count-

less instruments and possibilities, creat-

ing different types of notes gives an

inexplicable high. Take your pick

from classical or modern music to

soothe your soul.  

Focal point: Concentrating on rhythm,

tempo, note duration etc, enhances the

brain’s ability to focus on a task and re-

shapes the brain. G  T

3

Graphic:

Siddhant Jha &

Ojasvi R. Sharma,

AIS Vas 1, X B

...through these amazing hobbies that heighten your

concentration and help you be the most happening person
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Howzat!!!Sports

GT has sown the seed of ‘writing a
humorous article seriously’ in me.

Satyam Ambast, AIS Vas 1, XI A
Page Editor 

“S
weet dreams,” says mom
as she switches off the
light and you too doze off

comfortably. But suddenly storms
rage, tsunamis come and piercing
screams fill your ears before you
startle to a wake and say, “Oh, it was
just a dream!” Why don’t we always
get happy dreams, the ones we look
forward to? What’s controlling all
this? Maanavi Kashyap, AIS Vas 1,
XI A, finds out.

It’s the brain of your brain 
Science dictates the presence of a flat

structure covered delicately in membranes

present in the core of our brains – your

‘subconscious’. It sits there quietly and

harmless, just like that cute little bunny

which makes you go ‘Awww’. And then

it grows bloodthirsty and swallows you

totally. Yeah, that’s the power of your

subconscious brain. 

It’s embroiled in controversy
While neuroscience  deems the subcon-

scious brain as a liability to humans’

psychological evolution, doctors think the sub-

conscious is of great consequence. Neuroscientists

believe that the subconscious is like the great his-

tory department of a vast museum. From sense to

visual memories, each and every stimulus experi-

enced is stored in this part of the brain and can be

accessed by our brain, though with some difficulty. 

It controls everything
How does it affect us in day to day life? Well,

whenever something new pops up, like a ‘Physics

pop quiz’, your brain turns to the subconscious

spectrum and goes,  “Have we done this before?”

And your subconscious replies, “Nope! Don’t re-

call a single word.” Immediately, your brain turns

to you and pleads, “I don’t want to do this,

please, just not now.” In short, even

though you and your subconscious

agree about not doing pop quiz, it

mainly stops you from experienc-

ing ‘anything new’ in life. 

It makes you ‘you’
It’s interesting to see what makes

our brain think. Our thoughts

distinguish us from the next

person; otherwise we are the

same old bone and muscle

carrying a 30 pound brain.

Our subconscious makes us

different, helps us to see

the glory and triumph in

the universe, conjures up

magic and fantasy, without

which the world would be

boring. Truly, the power

of life is the power of

the subconscious brain.

Satyam Ambast, AIS Vas 1, XI A

When the Big Bang was banged 
The fan favourite theory: The Big Bang is the

most accepted among science lovers. It was only in

1912 that the theory gained scientific  attention after

Vesto Slipher discovered that all other galaxies

were moving away from earth. Astronomer Fred

Hoyle is the one credited for the name ‘Big Bang’.

How it was banged: The opposing theory, given by

Hermann Bondi, stated that the universe was stable.

Though Einstein believed this theory, he later men-

tioned its usage in his work, especially the cosmo-

logical constant, as the biggest blunder of his life. 

When gravitation theory came down
The original theory: Newton had attained enlight-

enment from the falling apple and ended up writ-

ing very complex equations. Later, Einstein

explained gravity as the bending of space-time. 

The fall of gravity: The theory of Gravitons, states

that  objects exchange particles, causing them to

stick together. Proposed by Dmitri Blokhintsev and

F. M. Galperin, the theory has the potential to unify

gravity with other forces, which is the biggest

dream of a scientist. 

When evolution met denunciation 
The original theory: Charles Robert Darwin’s the-

ory of evolution states that life evolved from a uni-

cellular organism and through a process of natural

selection (read survival of the fittest). 

Aliens and mutants (No, not X-Men): In 1870s,

the first major challenge to Darwin’s theory

emerged in the form of Hugo de Vries and the group

called mutationists. They believed that evolution is

the result of mutation and happens discretely.

Panspermia is another strong theory, which states

life landed on Earth from space. (So that makes us

aliens, right?!) G  T

Maansi Anand, AIS Vas 1, VIII A

S
ports events get defined by their

opening ceremonies; the grander

the better! Amazing singers,

kaleidoscopic lights, heavenly music and

exceptional performances grab eyeballs.

However, one hardly gives a thought to

the hours of practice, hard work, logic,

creativity and, above all, the ‘moolah’

that works its magic to make these gala

events ‘grandiose’. Let’s look at the sin-

ful amount of money that went into the

grandest ceremonies...

Sochi Olympics (2014)
Dollar Show: $ 50,000 million ($277.77
million per minute)

These Winter Olympics saw participa-

tion of 3,000 artistic performers, six lo-

comotives, the Troika (horse-cart) from

Nikolai Gogol’s hit novel ‘Dead Souls’

and five sailing ships in Fisht Stadium,

Russia. Guided by Thomas Bach, Presi-

dent of the International Olympics Com-

mittee, this 800 million dollar show was

breathtaking. Along with UN Sec Gen

Ban-ki-Moon, forty-four heads of states

or governments attended the opening. 

The Beijing Games (2008)
Dollar Show: $ 100 million ($416,667
per minute)
The ceremony set a world record, be-

coming the most spectacular opening

ceremony in history. Launched from The

Bird’s Nest Stadium in 2008, it was an

enormous success. It was co-directed by

Chinese filmmaker Zhang Yimou and

Choreographer Zhang Jigang. A giant

scroll was the centerpiece, making the

ceremony spellbinding. Beijing hosted

15,000 performers and 91,000 specta-

tors, amidst 30,000 fireworks .

The London Games (2012)
Dollar show: $ 41 million ($170,833
per minute)
Coordinated by Danny Boyle, director

of ‘Slumdog Millionaire’ and inaugu-

rated by Queen Elizabeth II, it saw par-

ticipation of 10,500 artists and was

hailed as the ‘Greatest ever’. Held at the

Olympic Stadium, London, the event’s

Royal Box was graced by the Queen and

the Duke of Edinburgh, the Prince of

Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall

along with Michelle Obama. A filmed

cameo of the Queen, performances by

the London Symphony Orchestra and

Rowan Atkinson were the highlights of

the show.

Athens Olympics (2004) 
Dollar show: $ 35 million ($166,666
per minute)
Greece chose to spend a colossal sum of

money on the opening ceremony, di-

rected by avant garde choreographer

Dimitris Papaioannou. Mammoth repre-

sentations of Greek Gods rose and sank

into a deep pool of water. The adminis-

tration arranged incredible lighting and

special robotics to showcase an enor-

mous three dimensional pool in which

the mammoths swam.

Sydney Olympics (2000)
Dollar show: $ 20 million (about
$83,333 per minute)
Australia spent a staggering sum on an

extravagant opening ceremony. Formally

opened by Governor-General Sir

William Deane, the show was hailed as

the most beautiful opening ceremony the

world had seen. It involved a 2000-men

band and a 3000-men choir. 

Narration was done by Australian actor

Ernie Dingo. Jugglers with fire-breathers

swept through the stadium.G  T

Staggering Stats
Ceremony Money spent ($) Year

Sochi Olympics 50,000 million 2014

The Beijing Games 100 million 2008

The London Games 41 million 2012

Athens Olympics 35million 2004

Sydney Olympics 20 million 2000

Glamour, Glitter, Grandeur. All are a part of the

most expensive sports opening ceremonies around

the world, meant to hook the audience till the end

Has the brain got
a ‘brain’?

Science vs science?
The scientific world is a battlefield where scientists fight

tooth and nail to save their theories from eternal damnation 
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n GT has sown the seed of blanching out
‘unnecessary things’!

Katyayinee Richhariya, AIS Vas 1, XI C
Page Editor

Mullah ki daud mall tak
Ananya Verma, AIS Vasundhara 1, VIII A

O
nce upon a time in the nearby land, there was a local

market that had a specific number of stores to fulfill the

basic needs of the residents living around. With the

advent of globalisation, came winds of change. Within no time,

these winds altered people’s demands. Markets that once catered

to basic needs started falling short of people’s expectations. Messy,

crowded and inconvenient, these markets lost their charm.  Soon,

shopping complexes and malls overpowered and replaced local

markets. People changed their allegiances. But was it all for good?

Maybe yes, maybe no. While the consequences are shades of gray,

one thing remains certain ie the dynamics have changed and how 

Spoilt for Choice: Our weekly fun cen-

tre, the mall, is not restricted to shop-

ping. From Friday night disco to

Saturday late night movie to Sunday af-

ternoon grocery shopping, malls are be-

coming everyone’s one-stop-shop. One

can see people enjoying family dinners

at food courts, youngsters queuing up in

front of movie theatres, kids scoring

points in game parlours and the elderly

soaking in the scenes of changing times.  

If only...people didn’t lose track of time
as minutes turn into hours within sec-
onds inside a mall! 

Looks matter: Visibility plays a key

role in attracting consumers. The items

are displayed strategically to advertise

and increase the sales in stores. Such a

lavish in-your-face display benefits not

just the retailer but also the consumer

who has enough opportunity to see,

touch and then select.

If only...all that’s attractive didn’t make
its way to your wallet, causing you to
repent and regret later.

Space is not just a five letter word:

The hyperactive kids are too glad to visit

the mall. Unlike cramped kirana stores,

hypermarkets in the malls are spacious.

While their mums shop for the monthly

menu, the kids run amok and enjoy their

play time. 

If only...our country could give some of
that space to the homeless! 

Thanda thanda, cool cool: The scorch-

ing heat and power cuts are other factors

that drive people to the malls. People

take advantage of the free entry to the

fully air conditioned arcade. A good per-

centage of people are seen just walking

through the aisles and window shopping.

But doesn’t that only increase the load

on the electricity department? 

If only...malls could make use of solar
lighting, now that would be really cool.

Whole pocket or pocket in the hole:

The lure of the ‘larger than life’ appeal

of malls, is such that it mostly creates a

big dent in people’s pocket. Stores mag-

netise consumers and they fail to stick to

their shopping list. They enter with

heavy pockets and empty hands while

exit with empty pockets and heavy bags

in hands. But they still fall short of those

Zara jeans, and blame the excruciatingly

long queues. 

If only...they didn’t have such 
irresistible offers!

Kirana on the kinara: Retail

stores make way, cool malls are here. We

know what to pick and where to pick

from. But alas! The joy of the kirana
owner addressing us by our first names

and the helper bhaiyas knowing exactly

what we want, is reminisced by many.

If only ...the ‘bhaiyas’ could get their
jobs back and we, our names back!

The shopping culture today is dynamic

and continues to change. So, while you

await the changes, our shopping list

awaits ‘Sabse Sasta Wednesday’.G  T

Yash Pandey, AIS Vas 1, VII D

P
ickle is one Indian specialty that defines our

culture. Occupying a tiny space on the plate,

this dark gold adds magic to each morsel we

eat and awakens all our senses. Pickle is a cheap

food that fades the dullness of other items on the

plate. The earthen pickle jars contain within them

not just a tingling flavour but also nostalgia, cul-

ture, tradition and authenticity. Here, we list five

wacky, yet nutritious pickles from India.

Goongura Pickle: Made with Ambada leaves,

pickling goongura leaves is a popular practice in

Andhra Pradesh. This pickle is sharp and spicy, just

like authentic Andhra food. 

# Health quotient: Rich in iron and proteins;

boosts immunity 

Pickled Cucumber: Cucumber romances lemon

juice and makes your tongue sway as soon you dig into

the first bite. True summer rests  in this concoction.

# Health quotient: Vit C, Vit K and potassium

Date Pickle: Have a sweet tooth? Date pickle is a

must-have for you. The sweet, sour and tangy

flavour makes you gorge on it.

# Health quotient: Rich in copper, magnesium,

manganese and Vitamin B6 

Egg Pickle: Irresistible in taste, nearly every South

Indian state lays claim over it. There is a Kerala

style quail egg pickle, Andhra style egg thokku, etc.

# Health quotient: High protein, low in carbs 

Puli Inji: This tamarind-ginger pickle is best pre-

pared with fresh ginger and boiled in tamarind ex-

tract with red chilli, salt and seasonings. This

delicacy is prepared during Onam in Kerala. 

# Health quotient: Rich in manganese 

It is not uncommon to find Indian families carrying

bottles of pickles while travelling abroad. Their fra-

grance definitely acts as a head turner. Although the

art and patience of making pickles is fading, it will

never cease to evoke earthen memories and the de-

liciousness of Indian spices. Slurp!G  T

Manika Joshi, AIS Vas 1, VIII B

O
nce considered a rustic garment primarily

for men, today, pyjamas have taken a

cool new avatar as a stylish wardrobe sta-

ple for women! From casual and  semi-formal to

party wear, the market is flooded with myriad

styles of pyjamas. From being a footnote to a

headline, pyjamas are changing the way Indian

women dress. Which one floods your wardrobe? 

Palazzo: If there’s one pyjama that can sail you

through a semi formal to a casual one, it’s the

Palazzo. Long women’s trousers cut with a loose,

wide leg that flares out from the waist, palazzo

can be paired with a kurta or a tank top. With the

right accessories, it is a head turner. 

Grab them at: Lifestyle, Fabindia, GK, etc.

Bollywood in pyjamas: Deepika Padukone

brought palazzos with a bang in Cocktail.

Tanu Pants: The first cousins of the once popu-

lar patialas from Punjab, ‘Tanu Pants’ are loose

dhoti pants worn under short kurtas. They are your

sure shot ticket to being a style diva.

Grab them at: Janpath and Sarojini Nagar. 

Bollywood in pyjamas: After Tanu Weds Manu

Returns, along with Kangana Ranaut’s acting

prowess, her dhoti pants also became a hit! 

Piku Pants: Ankle length Piku pants are the colo-

nial cousins of the palazzo. Ideal for Indian sum-

mers, this ethnic-casual wear is perfect for upping

your style quotient by several notches.

Grab them at: Rajouri Garden, Fabindia, etc.

Bollywood in pyjamas: Style goddess Deepika

Padukone adorned these pants in the movie

‘Piku’, from where they derive their name.

Where’s the 
PJ Party tonight?
No more just a sleep wear, the super comfortable
pyjamas have taken fashion to a new dimension 

Culture in
pickle jars
Amidst the increasing

adoption of world cuisine and

adjusting our taste buds to it,

pickles provide familiarity

and belongingness to our

culture. These ready-to-eat

staples have now become

global. Found in bottles of all

sizes, pickles are the salsa of

the true Indian delicacy.
Illustration: Anjali Singh, AIS Vas 1, XII B

Graphic: Aryan Abhishek, AIS Vas 1, X A

Just PJing!
�The word ‘pyjama’

comes from the Hindi

word 'payjama', 'Pay'

meaning foot and 'jama'

meaning clothing, that

makes it 'foot clothing'.

�Before pyjamas,

Americans used to go to

bed with a long T-shirt

on. In fact, 25% of the

world still doesn’t

own nightwear! 

�1 out of every 10

person who works

from home, does so in

pyjamas.
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The one thought that drives

every student to study hard,

every working professional to

get up early and leave for of-

fice in time, is to build a ‘suc-

cessful career’ for themselves.

While the significance of a ca-

reer cannot be underestimated,

the definition of ‘successful’

has changed, over the years. Earlier being suc-

cessful meant establishing yourself as a reputed

and honest professional, however, now the

measures of success have become synonymous

with fame and money. 

A grand house, a fancy car, a list of highbrows in

your contacts  routine trips to foreign lands-

these are the top criteria for choosing a career.

The result is that even though many people suc-

ceed in being ‘successful’, they lose out on sev-

eral virtues that are the essence of humanity. 

In this world of cut throat competition and the

rat race to surge ahead, we have overlooked the

need to be a good human being, for that is the

corner stone of success, in its truest sense. Even

though it is very important to carve a name for

yourself, it is all the more important to live hap-

pily and dignified.

Let a career not be synonymous with material-

istic possessions but with human values like

righteousness, honesty and humility. So, if you

choose to be a doctor, be one with compassion

and care. Be a lawyer who stands for truth and

justice. And if you want to become an artist or a

poet, be one whose paintings or words hold the

capability of igniting thousands of minds and

ushering a revolution. 

It is only then that you will have a career and a

successful one at that.G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

A humane
career
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It is said, the heart of education

is the education of the heart.

Amity is one such institution

where we encourage students

to cultivate their innate cre-

ative ingenuity, see and ex-

plore things which would

make our students aware, sen-

sitive and responsible human

beings. I extend my gratitude

to our Chairperson Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan for

giving us a creative platform like The Global

Times that nurtures intensive use of thinking ac-

tivities, strategies and group dynamics so that the

classroom comes alive.

It is the dream of every educator to unlock the

treasure of imagination, creativity and ingenu-

ity hidden in the beautiful soul of a child. I deem

the GT- Making A Newspaper Contest as one

such inspiring platform that marks our growth,

unfolds our imaginations and gives life to our

thoughts and aspirations. It unleashes a wide

spectrum of creative skills ranging from writing

to editing and even in designing the newspaper.

I congratulate the entire editorial team for their

hard work and dedication and working indefati-

gably to present familiar issues like ‘Career

swapping in a new perspective. We must always

remember that in life there aren’t any rewinds,

there is only flashback, so we should be wise

enough in choosing our priorities, identifying

our aims while heading towards destiny. We all

can surely make a mark in the extravagant

sphere full of competitions only when we prac-

tice life skills to the fullest to survive in this un-

predictable, uncertain and unique world.

I believe that this contest issue is souvenir of the

artistic creativity, literary compositions, social,

political and environmental awareness of grow-

ing minds on a large canvas and would provide

blissful satisfaction to the readers. G  T

Valambal 
Balachandran

Principal, AIS Vas 1

Miles Ahead     

Riya Jain, AIS Vas 1, IX A

T
eenagers - a perpetual mystery.

When lectured on almost any

thing their favourite line stands,

“Duh! We are grown ups now.” The

aftermath- parents getting annoyed

with their kids arguing back, and say-

ing things which hurt more than in-

tended. Parents must realise that  their

teens love them and look up to them,

despite the differences. Here are five

phrases that parents should avoid:

Why can't you be more like...
Comparison is destructive. It lowers a

teen’s self-esteem. Usually, parents

have high expectations, which can

make their teens anxious. Instead of

comparing them with other kids, par-

ents should focus on their achieve-

ments and encourage them to do better.

I'm ashamed of you!
A negative phrase that it is, it can com-

pletely ruin a teenager's self-confi-

dence. Parents should instead tell their

teens that although what they did was

not exactly agreeable, but they love

them the same.

Because I said so!
This trite statement may make parents

feel authoritative but it confuses the

kids. Parents should instead offer a

convincing reason for what they say.

You can never do anything right
Now this can depress or infuriate the

teen. It gives the impression that their

parents do no trust them. It belittles a

teen’s personality. Parents should not

generalise over one mistake. Instead,

they should advise on how the same

mistake could be avoided.

When I was your age…
Being preached at, frustrates them.

Parents should realise that what was

relevant at their time may not be now

and their teen is facing new challenges

everyday in a changed world.G  T

Agneev Das, AIS Vasundhara 1, XII

I
n this competitive world, there is hardly a human

who doesn’t want to be successful. But only a

few emerge successful. There are some shining

examples everywhere who tasted astounding suc-

cess, viz, Steve Job, Bill Gates, Sachin Tendulkar,

Cristiano Ronaldo, Pele and Maradona, to name a

few. But do you know what exceptional things have

they all done to be as successful as they are? They

focussed on their weaknesses.

Take Henry Ford. He failed in his early businesses

and was bankrupt five times before he started Ford

Motor Company, one of America's top automobile

company. In case of JK Rowling, her life was hope-

less as she was almost penniless, divorced, raising a

child on her own which almost led her to depression

until her breakthrough with the Harry Potter series

which made her one of the richest women in the

world. And who can forget Thomas Elva Edison who

failed 999 times before inventing a working bulb.

These examples prove that failure is an integrated

part of success because once you commit a mistake,

you will learn from it. But remember, commit a mis-

take only once and learn from it. Life is full of fail-

ures and obstacles, but success smiles on those who

know how to learn from it.G  T

Another enthralling

edition with a gamut

of experiences and a

whole lot of exhilaration, has made

my editorial members true journos in

every possible way. It was an invig-

orating feeling to delve into the art of

newspaper making again. Beginning

with editorial meets in school till the

finalising of topics, running from pil-

lar to post in search of students; it has

been an eventful journey. Spending

hours with the visual team, till the

final edit meet, every moment has

been quite cherishing. The children

did not leave any stone unturned to

prove their mettle by meeting the

stringent deadlines, editing and re-

editing written expressions, shading

their illustrations with that perfect

touch, focusing the camera with pre-

cision and working as professional

graphic designers. Hoping the edition

rejuvenates the readers as much as it

revitalised all of us behind the scenes.

Debosmita Mukherjee
GT Teacher Coordinator

Shh! Never say that folks

"Success is not final, failure

is not fatal; it is the courage

to continue that counts,"

said Winston S. Churchill.

And how true he was! 

Rejuvenated

GT has sown the seed of
imagination in me!!

Agneev Das
AIS Vas 1, XII A, Page Editor

Is success avoiding failure?

Katyayinee Richhariya, AIS Vas 1, XI C

C
hanakya, also known as Kautilya, was one of the

most renowned political thinker and philosopher

of all times. He wrote many 'neetis', and we pres-

ent some related to student life, wisdom and women em-

powerment...

Kamdhenuguna vidya hrakale phaldayani 
Pravase matrsadrsha vidya gupta dhanam srimtam||

According to Chanakya, knowledge is just like the wish

granting cow, which after investment of some values like

sincerity and determination, bears the power to grant one

innumerable wishes. 

Jalbindu – nipaten kramshah pooryate ghatah 
Sah hetuh sarvvidyanaam dharmasya cha
dhanasya cha||

Like drops of water continuously falling into a pot

make it brim, practicing any skill, be it saving,

studying or doing deeds to uplift society, bear

greater fruits.

Streena diugunaha aharo
lajja chapi chaturgunah 

Sahasam shatgunam chaev
kamshchastgunah smratah||

In the present day scenario where women empowerment

is a topic gaining concern, Chanakya said at that time,

that a woman has the capability to eat twice than a man,

have manners four times more than a man and courage

eight times more than a man. Hence, women should not

be considered a weak gender in any case.

Parokshe karyhantaram pratyakshe priyavadinam 
Varjyate tadrisham mitram vishkumbh
payomukham||

According to Chanakya, we should beware

of those who speak sweetly to us but be-

hind our back, unnecessarily criticise us.

They are just like the pot of milk which

has poison mixed into it.

Shankatam panch hasten dash has-
ten vajinam 
Hastinam hastsahsren deshtyagen||

Chanakya said that there are certain

materials and people with whom we

should maintain distance, for example

pacing bullock cart and people with

narrow mentality. Just like a dog’s

tail, human tendency is one thing

which cannot be changed ever.

Chanakya Uwach
Little Pearls of Wisdom

Pic: Harshal Dev, X B; Models (L-R): Nidhi & Samriddhi, X A; Manika, VIII B, Shrishti & Khushi, X A, AIS Vas 1

Graphic: Mukul Jain, AIS Vas 1, X B

Words sometimes hit harder than a bullet and coming from angry parents, they can

do worse. Parents take note, for there are some words that send your teen into a tizzy

Why can't
you be more

like...?

I'm 
ashamed of

you!

Because 
I said so!

You never 
do anything

right!

When 
I was your

age…!

Illustration: Ishaan Aryan, AIS Vas 1, VIII A
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Nature’s bounty

GT has sown the seed of a real
artist in me.

Anjali Singh, 
AIS Vas 1, XII B, Page EditorC
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GT has sown the seed of a
critique in me.

Maanavi Kashyap
AIS Vas 1, XI A, Page Editor
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Mosaic Senior

Spriha Bhattacharya, AIS Vas 1, IX B

Ingredients
For cake

Refined flour or Maida............1 cup 

Powdered sugar ....................1½ cup 

Butter......................................½ cup

Vegetable oil ...........................½ cup

Milkmaid ................................½ cup

Baking powder .........................1 tsp

Baking soda .............................½ tsp

For custard

Milk ......................................500 ml

Sugar.......................................3 tbsp

Custard powder (kesar flavour) 3 tbsp

For garnishing 

Chocos...............................a handful

Sugar coated jelly cubes..........a few

Method
For cake
� Mix all the ingredients well (except

baking powder and soda) avoiding

lumps.

� Grease a baking tin with 

vegetable oil and sprinkle a little

maida on it.

� Add baking powder and baking soda

to the batter. Mix well and pour it

evenly on the baking tin.

� Bake the cake batter in a microwave

for 5-6 minutes at 350 degree on

convection mode. 

� Check the cake by inserting a knife.

If it comes out clean then the cake is

ready. Otherwise, bake for another

2-3 minutes.

� Now set the microwave on grill

mode and grill for 2 minutes. 

For custard 
� Boil 450 ml milk in a pan.

� In a bowl, take 3 tbsp custard pow-

der and mix it with remaining milk. 

� Add sugar to the boiling milk and

then slowly add the custard mix.

Keep stirring to avoid lumps.

� Once the custard is thick, remove

from flame.

� In a small serving bowl, sprinkle a

layer of chocos. Cut a slice of cake

and put it over the chocos layer.

� Pour the custard over it.

For garnishing
� Use jelly cubes of different colours

and a handful of chocos to decorate

the cake. Enjoy!

Custard cake 

Shubham Ghoshal

AIS Vasundhara 1, X A

A
day in Twinkletown was

just like a Sunday when

everybody including Jack,

was in the mood to chill out. But

just then, something happened.

Time and space ripped apart, and

Jack felt it acutely. Shockwaves

were sent all across. Not knock-

you-off-your-feet physical shock-

waves; but a ripple in the

spacetime fabric. It caused no vis-

ible effect, but could be felt. Sud-

denly, a tentacle appeared in the

sky, protruding from a hole. Brown

and silver spikes made the hole

wider, revealing a green shoulder.

Jack wanted to call the cops but the

nearest cop booth was miles away.

Slowly, the spikes extended and the ten-

tacle thrashed around as the creature

jumped through. It landed with a crash!

The impact tore apart several buildings

including Jack’s house. The probable

death of his parents traumatised Jack.

The trance was broken immediately, by

the crushing sense of fear he felt. 

The monster knew only hatred for all

living things but himself. It was a hu-

manoid, with a very wide body and a

small head. The monster had a forelimb

on one side with a stump instead of fin-

gers and legs that looked like tree trunks.

People screamed and ran in all direc-

tions. The monster spoke in an unintelli-

gible language. However, Jack

deciphered it. It said, “I am Asdagus! I

will crush you all!” Jack ran towards the

Town Square realising it was the safest

place around. Meanwhile, Asdagus was

running rampant using the stump to

break whatever was within his reach.

As Jack reached the town square filled

with people, he remembered that its

staircase was connected to an under-

ground bunker. The monster roared,

“They can’t understand anything I say!

Even if I tell them my weakness is

the blue circle on my back!”

Jack now knew the monster’s

weakness and pondered for a mo-

ment. He looked at each of the tun-

nels, and saw that only one led to

Ledicon Enterprises, the shop be-

hind Asdagus. He rushed to the end

of the tunnel and climbed up the

stairs. He could see the large blue

circle on Asdagus’ back sur-

rounded by hexagonal armour plates. He

picked up a pipe and tied it to his waist. 

Jack managed to climb up Asdagus’

back, and reached for the glass circle.

Carefully holding on to a crevice with

one hand, he began to hit the circle with

the pipe. Asdagus roared, “Who attacked

my weak spot?” He exclaimed “No!” as

the glass broke into pieces before he col-

lapsed. Jack felt triumphant but the grief

of losing his parents overshadowed him.

But then, he looked up. The tip of a hand

seemed to be coming through the space-

time hole. G  T

Jack-the troll slayer
Storywala Slowly, the spikes

extended and the
tentacles thrashed

around as the creature
jumped through.

Vidhi Bindal, AIS Vas 1, X A Vidhi Bindal, AIS Vas 1, X A Harshal Dev, AIS Vas 1, X B

Unriddling the shores Green peripheries Descent of the heavens

CAMERA CAPERS Send in your entries to 
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in

WORDS VERSE

1. The most famous chowk
2. Shopping hub in center of the city

3. The most loved street food

4. Famous stationary market

5. A famous temple 

6. Hangout for youngsters 

How well you know Delhi? The answers must start with the letter ‘C’

Answers1. Chandni Chowk 2.Connaught Place 3.Chaat 4.Chawri Bazaar 5.Chhatarpur Temple 6. Café Coffee Day

Manika Joshi, AIS Vas 1, VIII B

Give me more happiness

So that I spread smiles around

Give me more faith

So that I hear and follow my heart’s

Unending, beating sound

Give me more respect

So that I walk with my head held

Toward the sun, up high

Give me more encouragement

So that I open my wings to soar

High in the sky

Give me more positivity

So that I believe in myself

Give me more motivation

So that I achieve what I want to be

Give me more hope

So that I rise whenever I fail

Give me more freedom

So I may hear, speak and say.G  T

Give me more

Spriha with her cake

Illustration: Anubhav Pandey

AIS Vas 1, VIII C
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Manya Tyagi, AIS Vas 1, V D

O
nce upon a time, far away in a

beautiful kingdom , lived a king

and a queen. The king was wise

and just, and the queen was beautiful.

She was known far and wide for her

obsessive love of jewels. She collected

not only diamonds, rubies, sapphires and

emeralds, but also pearls, tourmalines,

amethysts, opals and moonstones. The

king and the people of the kingdom

always said that the queen loved her

jewels above everything else.

One day, when the royal couple was

sailing the high seas with their subjects

to visit a neighbouring kingdom, a

mighty storm overtook the ship. People

were completely panic-stricken, “Help,

help, the storm will drown us!” 

The sky was full of thunder and

lightning. The king commanded the

Captain to do something for the safety

of people, and soon they spotted a land.

“Land ahoy! Children and ladies first

into the rescue boat,” shouted the

Captain. The evacuation started but the

queen did not leave the king’s side,

saying that she would leave only when

he did. The king quickly thought of an

idea. He urged the queen to take all her

jewels first. “I will come after you,” he

said. “No,” replied the queen firmly. “I

won’t move without you.” The king did

expect that the queen would think of her

jewels first. And very softly, the queen

added, “You are more precious to me

than any stone, no matter how much it

sparkles.” The king was overwhelmed

by queen’s act of sacrificing her jewels

for him. All the passengers reached the

land safely. So, the king learnt a lesson

that appearances can be deceptive as he

saw the queen in a new light.G  T

Short Story People were completely
panic stricken, “Help, help
the storm will drown us!”

The sky was full of
thunder and lightning.

Vidhi Jain, AIS Vasundhara 1, V A

Ingredients
Onion (chopped) ..............................1

Tomato (chopped) ............................1

Capsicum (chopped) ........................1

Bread......................................4 slices

Mozzarella cheese ................100 gms

Pizza sauce ..............................½ cup

Oregano............................as per taste

Method
� Toast the bread in a pop up toaster. 

� Spread pizza sauce evenly. Layer it

with the chopped vegetables.  

� Grate the cheese over the slices.

� Grill the slices in the microwave on

high till the cheese start melting. 

� Sprinkle the oregano seasoning. 

� Serve these hot with tomato ketchup

and enjoy! 

Breadizza

9Mosaic 
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Junior

Its Me

My name: Arka Singh

My school: AIS Vasundhara 1

My birthday: January 19

My Class: I D

I like: Dancing and sports

I dislike: Breaking friendship

My favourite Mall: Mahagun Metro Mall

My best friends: Virat and Viraj

My favourite teacher: Shivali ma’am

My favourite food: Noodles

I want to become:An entrepreneur

I want to feature in GT because: I want to

make more friends and become popular.

Keshav Gupta, AIS Vas 1, V A 

1. What goes up when rain comes

down?

2. Which is the longest word in the

dictionary?

3. If I drink, I die. If I eat, I am fine.

Who am I?

4. What travels around the world but

stays in one spot?

5. What has hands but cannot clap?

6. What can you catch but not throw?

Riddle Fiddle

Answers: 

1.An umbrella 2.Smiles, because

there is a mile between each ‘S’ 3.

Fire 4.A stamp 5.A clock  6.Cold

Raja Rani ki Kahaani

GT has sown the seed of creativity, instant
thinking and graphic designing in me.

Siddhant Jha, AIS Vas 1, X B
Page Editor 

So what did you learn today?

A new word: Obsessive

Meaning: The state of being crazy

about something

Painting Corner 

Bonds of togetherness

Sakshi Jain, AIS Vas 1, V D

Bejewelled finesse

Aryan Gupta, AIS Vas 1, V C

Dance beats

Yajas Kumar, AIS Vas 1, III A

Illustration: Manya Tyagi, AIS Vas 1, V D

Illustration 

Anubhav Pandey

AIS Vas 1, VIII C

Anvay Arora, AIS Vas 1, V A

Nature has everything in plenty

But you must take it silently

The energy of sunlight

Can heat up to any height

The wind power

Can cause movement even in a tower

The waves of the sea

Will take you anywhere you want to be

The water of the rain

Will make your blood rush in the vein

The fruits of the garden

Will fill lots of your carton

The smell of the flower

Will give you inner power

The song of the bird

Transcends you in a new world

The dance of the animal

Will make you glow like a pearl

The medicines of mountains

Will let you forget all your pains

So, explore it with great care

Relish it with utmost care

And remember for all these

You don’t have to pay any fare G  T

POEMS

Nature’s reward

Aanchal Singh, AIS Vasundhara 1, V D

My prime wish for my country is to bring prosperity 

My prime wish for my country is to bring health and peace 

My prime wish for my country is to make it green 

My prime wish for my country is to make it clean

My prime wish for my country is to help the poor ones 

My prime wish for my country is to change the cruel ones 

My prime wish for my country is to make it corruption free 

My prime wish for my country is to make politicians feel

My prime wish for my country is to make it more proud

My prime wish for my country is to help everyone who is around

My prime wish for my country is to make it number one

My prime wish for my country is that it should be recognised by everyone.G  T

My prime wish

Illustration :

Ishan Aryan, 

AIS Vas 1, VIII A

Vidhi with her breadizza
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The Light of Knowledge
Amiown Noida & Vasundhara

Nivedita Singh, Amiown Noida, Teacher

D
iwali at Amiown was more than just a fes-

tival; it was a week-long learning experi-

ence enriched with a plethora of values,

skills and humanitarian lessons that made it a won-

derful journey for the little Amies. To kickstart the

festivity, the tiny tots at Amiown Noida were nar-

rated the story behind celebrating the festival, sig-

nifying the victory of good over evil. The

enthusiasm and reverence went up as they sang,

“Diwali aayee Diwali aayee”.

Children indulged in craft lessons and used an array

of eco-friendly materials like colourful saw dust,

recycled paper, earthen diyas and non toxic paints

to create beautiful decorative items. 

The little ones made torans with Om and Swastik

symbol and rangoli plates with colourful sawdust.

The school premises dazzled with colourful

lanterns bearing leaf prints and beautifully hand

painted diyas. The colourful rangoli made by the

little ones in the school corridor using flowers and

eco-friendly paints was a sight to behold. The

school was illuminated with the earthen diyas made

by the Amies themselves. All the classes were aes-

thetically decorated and were a reflection of the

hard work put in by the children.

The little ones then relished the grand feast of

chana, puri and halwa during the community lunch.

Festivity ruled the air as Amies offered prayers to

Lord Ganesha and Goddess Lakshmi. Children

were imparted valuable information like not burst-

ing crackers, being careful while lighting candles

and greeting everyone with good wishes.

Students from Denmark also partook in the festiv-

ities with the Amies and enjoyed being a part of

classroom routine. They keenly observed the circle

time and other learning centres and participated in

various activities. 

In all, the festival of lights that chases away dark-

ness, illuminated the minds of the little Amies like

never before.G  T

Lights, love and more…

Amiown Pushp Vihar

Nidhi Anand, Amiown PV, Teacher

F
estivals are the best time of the

year as they bring with them the

joys of togetherness, celebrations

and the spirit of fraternity. Soaked in

sheer enthusiasm and warmth, the Di-

wali celebrations at Amiown Pushp

Vihar were no different. 

The circle time was driven with values

and lessons associated with the festival.

“Deep jalao, deep jalao” were the words

that resonated in the school building as

Amies sang the song. Saying no to

crackers, safety measures to be taken

while lighting candles and diyas and

greeting one and all with good wishes

and humility, were some of the valuable

lessons learnt by Amies during the cele-

brations. Special attention was paid to

apprising the little ones on the adverse

effects of bursting crackers; how these

crackers pollute air and scare the ani-

mals with the noise.

The school wore a festive look with

lanterns, diyas and candles, crafted by

Amies themselves. Even the corridors

wore an artistic expression as colourful

rangolis adorned the floor of the school.

Children imbibed the value of sharing

and caring as they decorated diyas and

shared them with their friends. 

Every child created an e-card for his/her

family, wishing them the very best. The

young ones participated in a role play,

recited rhymes and sang songs during

the special assembly. 

Next, Amies were in for a special treat

as they relished puri-aloo and sweets

served during the community lunch.

Children wished each other  “Happy Di-

wali” as they shared and enjoyed the

savouries. The young Amies were also

encouraged to celebrate a clean and

smoke free Diwali. To sum up, Diwali at

Amiown brought it all - fun and excite-

ment, mouth watering meals and lessons

for life.G  T

Light it up Amies paint diyas

Shimmer n shine Lil’ ones decorate diyas

Deck it like Diwali Let’s make torans

Together we work Craft time

Amiown Gurgaon

Pooja Malhotra

Amiown Gurgaon, Teacher

A
t Amiown, festivals are cele-

brated with fervour to ensure

that students find a home away

from home. The festival of Diwali was

yet another occasion where the students

felt at home within the school premises.

With art & craft, prayers and value les-

sons, Diwali at Amiown was just like

the one we have always enjoyed at

home and cherished in our hearts for-

ever.

A hand puppets show that narrated the

story behind celebrating Diwali, con-

veyed to the young minds the message

of Diwali, of light triumphing over

darkness and knowledge over igno-

rance. The classrooms were adorned

with different decorative items as

colourful bandhanwars, lanterns,

torans and mobiles made from dispos-

able glasses, that were prepared by the

tiny tots. The craft work was also a re-

inforcement of the knowledge of

shapes, different colours and even letter

sounds and numeracy. “Diwali aayee,

Diwali aayee” was the song that the

Amies could be heard singing and

swaying by throughout the week.

Rangolis with colourful patterns could

be spotted in the corridors, a symbol of

auspiciousness that added to the festive

mood. The entire school was illumi-

nated with earthen diyas, forming a pic-

turesque view. The little ones offered

prayers to Goddess Lakshmi and Lord

Ganesha, who represent good luck,

wealth and enlightenment, in their re-

spective classrooms. A grand feast at

the community lunch, where Amies rel-

ished sweets and savoury snacks, was

the cherry on top. 

The celebrations concluded with stu-

dents being apprised on the importance

of saying no to crackers and that Diwali

is about spreading love, sharing, caring

and keeping our surroundings clean.

Lighting up minds
Strings of festivity Toran making in full swing Colour me bright Amies make rangoli

Together We celebrate It’s beautiful It’s Diwali

A family that stays together Celebrates together Adding to the gleam With handmade decor

Cracking up
without crackers

… prevailed as little Amies indulged in Diwali celebrations, bringing out the best of the festival
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GT has sown the seed of victory in me.
Fingers crossed!

S Surudhip Ram, AIS Vas 1, XII A, 
Page Editor 

AIS Gurgaon 46

A
IS Gurgaon 46 celebrated its an-

nual day, ‘Amithought: Ek

Sakaratmak Soch’ on October

17, 2015 in the school premises. 

The event commenced with the lighting

of the ceremonial lamp by chief guest,

Shekhar Gupta, chairperson of Medias-

cape; presiding chief guest, Jozef Dro-

fenik, Ambassador of Slovenia; guest of

honor, Shallu Jindal, chairperson, Na-

tional Bal Bhawan; special guest Pooja

Thakur, wing commander, accompanied

by Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairper-

son, Amity Group of Schools & RBEF

and Dr Ashok K. Chauhan, Founder

President, Amity Universe. 

The celebration saw several mesmering

performances. The first performance

was ‘Amisur’, a unique blend of Indian

and Western music played by 350 stu-

dents. This was followed by rendition of

the ‘Gayatri mantra’ sung by three

Slovenian students, part of an exchange

programme. Next, there was a special

musical performance by the students of

Amitasha. An exhibition ‘Amisanskriti’

that give an insight into the rich tradi-

tion, cultural heritage and living style of

people in states such as Uttarakhand,

Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand was also put

up on the occasion. 

The apogee during the celebration was

release of the school magazine, ‘Amity

Chronicle’. A spectacular musical ballet

delicately brought out the essence of

‘Amithought’, a repository of positive

thoughts. It focused on the need to look

within, to enhance the self and to uplift

the soul to realise wisdom. Also, a cul-

tural programme performed by the stu-

dents from Class VI-IX was a visual

feast. Founder President and Chairper-

son enlightened the children with spir-

ited thoughts and profound words of

wisdom. The event concluded with a

note of appreciation by the Chairperson

and the esteemed guests, who congratu-

lated the students for putting up a bril-

liant show.G  T

Annual day

German star
AIS Noida

Nitya Goyal, a

student of AIS

Noida, X B brought

laurels to the school

as she secured  full

marks in the FIT

exam ie 80/80.

Students of AIS

Noida appear for FIT German exam,

every year. It is a prestigious exam

conducted by Max Mueller Bhawan

and the certificate is issued by

Goethe Institut. 

This year, the exam was conducted

on August 9, 2015 at DPS Vasant

Kunj. A total of 38 children of Class

X appeared for FIT level 2 and 28

children cleared the exam.

School principal, Renu Singh appre-

ciated the efforts of the students and

shared that it is an enriching experi-

ence and opportunity for the children

to check their language skills.

AIS Noida

T
he Interact Club of AIS Noida

sponsored by the Rotary Club of

Noida Central held its ‘Installa-

tion Ceremony’ on October 6, 2015 in

the school premises to honour the new

office bearers by awarding them their

badges. The aim of the Interact Club is

to inculcate the spirit of humanitarian-

ism amongst students. The event was

graced by esteemed rotarians including

Pawan Gupta, president, Regional Ro-

tary Club. A vibrant dance was presented

by Amity dance group, followed by a

thought provoking skit ‘Hum aur 
humara samaaj’ put up by the dramat-

ics society. Also, a Hindi song ‘Kisi ki
muskurahaton pe’ beautifully summed

up the meaning of being a Rotarian as

the school choir and orchestra brought

this song to life. School principal Renu

Singh congratulated the office bearers

and wished them to continue their work

for the social amelioration. The cere-

mony concluded with a vote of thanks

by vice principal, Jyoti Arora.G  T

AIS VKC Lucknow

Sangeeta Tandon, Teacher

A
special assembly was organised

by the students of Class VI at

AIS VKC Lucknow on October

12, 2015. It was conducted as a part of

‘Odyssey of the mind’ programme. The

assembly emphasised on the signifi-

cance of ‘No Cycle Recycle’.

The event began with a PowerPoint

Presentation followed by a skit, high-

lighting the need for recycling. The stu-

dents also presented a song highlighting

the need to save our environment. The

assembly concluded with a vote of

thanks for the music department.G  T

AIS Pushp Vihar

U
nder the inspiring patronage of

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity Group of

Schools & RBEF, AIS Pushp Vihar cel-

ebrated its annual Spic Macay festival

on September 30, 2015. The event was

graced by the presence of virtuoso cel-

list and composer Saskia Rao- de

Haas from Netherlands, who is currently

based in India. After the traditional lamp

lighting ceremony, the artists regaled the

audience with their soulful rendition.

Saskia was accompanied on tabla by

Shri Durjay Bhaumik.

The students were apprised on the vari-

ous nuances of classical music - both

Western Classical as well as Indian Clas-

sical. Saskia Rao- de Haas played a few

pieces combining both the forms for eru-

dition of the audience.

The students were immensely impressed

by the musical performance. School

principal Ameeta Mohan proposed the

vote of thanks.G  T

AIS Vas 6

S
tudents of AIS Vas 6, created

magic at ‘Rangavali’, an annual

inter school art competition or-

ganised at AIS Vas 1 on October 20,

2015. A team of six students viz Saumya

Sharma (VIII), Amogha GS (XI), Deek-

sha Singh (VII), Kriti Goel (VI),

Ojaswita (X) and Manvi Jain (IX), made

the school proud by bagging the rolling

trophy at the event. 

The competition comprised various

rounds as mural designing, mask mak-

ing, graffiti, t-shirt painting, paper dress

designing and earthen pot painting. This

year the theme of the competition re-

flected the tribal life and people of Na-

galand, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh.

The students were judged on various as-

pects such as creativity, neatness and rel-

evance to the concept. G  T

Spic Macay fest 

Special assembly

AIS VKC Lucknow

Nupur Mishra, Teacher

G
randparents Day was celebrated

at AIS VKC Lucknow on Sep-

tember 19, 2015. The event was

graced by the presence of Raja Bundela,

an actor, producer, politician and civil

activist as the chief guest for the occa-

sion.  The event began with a prayer

song to seek the blessings of the

almighty. This was followed by a wel-

come song by the tiny tots. The students

then performed a skit highlighting the

importance of respecting grandparents

and their unconditional love for family.

A game of ‘Antakshari’ was organised in

which the grandparents participated

wholeheartedly. The grandparents be-

came childlike while recalling songs. A

dance presentation by the little angles

enthralled everyone.

The students then presented handmade

gifts to their grandparents and expressed

gratitude towards them. To add to the en-

joyment, there was another game ‘Tol

mol ke bol’ in which the audience had to

guess the price of products shown. 

Chief guest appreciated the efforts made

by the school to inculcate respect for

senior citizens. Vice principal, Mukta

thanked the grandparents for their pre-

cious presence during the occasion.G  T

The event saw an evening full of cultural and mesemerising

performances, celebrating ‘Amithought: Ek Sakaratmak Soch’

To grandparents, with love

Budding Picassos

Installation ceremony

Saskia Rao- de Haas interacts with a student

Saskia Rao- de Haas performs during the fest

Founder President, Chairperson & school principal with esteemed guests

Students put up a special assembly to highlight the need for recycling Little ones perform for their grandparents

Students of AIS Vas 6 pose with the winners’ trophy of ‘Rangavali’

Dignitaries light the lamp

Nitya Goyal
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Vritika Chandwani, AIS Vas 1, XI A

Ready for laughter challenge: Oh they

can giggle - at the drop of a hat. Reason

or no reason, they can chuckle all the

way to glory without the least chance of

getting caught. This really makes back

benchers a real happy lot!

Question me not: One of the best things

about being a backbencher is that you

are out of the teacher’s peripheral vision.

It’s easy to duck tough questions here, as

mostly they go to the front half of the

class. But God forbid, if you are fired a

tough one, within seconds you are on the

front seat away from the fun stuff.

Running for Indian Idol? This is THE

perfect space for your hike from being a

bathroom singer to a classroom singer.

The last bench could well be  a new plat-

form to explore your singing talent!

The next Picasso: If you aspire to be the

next Picasso, doodle whatever, as this is

your chance to polish your creativity

while the rest are lost in books. 

Fly high: Where do you think the

Wright brothers would have had their

‘Eureka moment’? At the last bench,

where else? Here’s where you can invent

your own designs of paper planes. But

beware of the strict teacher on the prowl.

Absent ma’am! Well, you can get half

the class marked absent from the back.

Shout out ‘absent!’ when someone’s

name is taken and just duck when the

person in question turns around with

fierce blood shot eyes. Cool eh?G  T

Shreyans Jain, AIS Vasundhara 1, X B

A
dmit it – at some point in your life, you’ve

run around the house in a cape, pre-

tending to be a superhero. Whether

you’re a diehard superhero fan who attended

the midnight premiere of ‘The Avengers’ or you only

know a little bit about them, you’ve probably

wished for some super powers yourself. But not

everyone wants superpowers to save the world from

evil. Sometimes, the reasons to be a superhero, can

be, well, pretty lame. We bring you the lamest ones. 

Matter Eater (DC Universe, comic): Hailing from

planet Bismoll, he can consume any form of matter

that was otherwise considered indestructible, mean-

ing he could even gobble up Superman. Moreover, he

can digest all he eats and never turns obese.

Super-Power Seeker: Beauty queens and weight

watchers, buckle up! This is the best power for all

those who want to eat everything, without worrying

about weight gain. Happy eating!

Jazz (Night Man, movie): The head of X-Men En-

tertainer’s Unit, he has the ability to twist a normal

conversation into a full-on rap in a matter of seconds. 

Super-Power Seeker: Imagine yourself at a party at

a friend’s place. Well there would be nothing bet-

ter than to make up a rap when you get

caught at one of those games where

you have to entertain the audience.

With this super power, you can easily be

managing a cool reputation. 

Doctor Strange (Marvel, comics): Egotistical

neurosurgeon, Doctor Strange meets with an ac-

cident that leaves him handicapped. As he des-

perately tries to restore his loss, his tryst with the

'Ancient One' gives him the ability to hypnotise

both humans and animals to do his bidding. 

Super-Power Seeker: If you are one of those

lazy remain-in-the-house type slackers, this one’s

custom made for you. Just imagine yourself lying

on your bed enjoying the latest season of Sher-

lock with a bag of chips and a soda pop. But just

then your Mom calls you to get some groceries.

Oh...the pain! But what if you could get your pet

dog to go to the shop mart! Think about it. 

Mimic Man (The Mimic Man, book): This

hero is somewhat the villain of the LAME-

HERO League. He can actually copy the

powers of other heroes and adapt to their

abilities just by touching them. He can

mimic the abilities of just about anyone.

Super-Power Seeker: Well obvi-

ously, everyone would want to

be like Mimic Man. If you

could easily copy others’

abilities, who wouldn’t

want to? And if every-

one would be a super-

hero, then no one

would be.

Stage 1- Glam chic
Ah! I just can’t believe my good fortune

that I’m in your closet now. My glittery

sequins seem to shine so much more

when you team me up with your

sparkling jeans. It’s so much fun going

to parties teamed up with those cool

sneakers you have. I’m sure I will be a

star in your closet. 

Stage 2- You’re good...but
Last night, I was hoping you would pick

me up for your bestie’s party but you

chose that new green tee instead. How-

ever, I’m glad you picked me for your

evening games. But, your new green tee

makes me go green with envy. Honestly,

what’s so good about it that you prefer it

over me for all those parties? And the

way he brags around in the closet! One

day, I will surely punch him. 

Stage 3- Yawn...sleep wear
Oh man! My life and luck are definitely

going down. You don’t even wear me for

family picnics these days. All you use

me these days is when you’re sleeping. I

think you don’t love me anymore. I try

to be happy but you never take me out;

it gets awfully boring inside here. 

Stage 4- It’s Holi...splash!
This is the worst feeling I had in my en-

tire life. You wore me for Holi, the worst

punishment for any garment on this

planet. Et tu Brute! All the gulal and

sticky colours have messed up my deep

symbolic designs. Seriously, how could

you? I could barely recognise myself.

While you were having a time of your

life, I was being grossly disfigured.

Leave me alone, I am in mourning.

Stage 5- I wanna breathe!
Man you don’t even steal a glance at me

these days. In fact, your mom has taken

full control over me. I have to clean all

the windows and the tables and every-

thing else that can be possibly dusted.

How much I wish you would come and

rescue me like a knight in shining ar-

mour! But no, you never do. Do you

have any idea how much it hurts to get

yourself rubbed on the window? Do you?

Stage 6- What...pochha?!
No, NOO, NOOOO! I scream as I try to

cringe away from the floor. Now this is

absolutely insulting. How could you use

me as a pochha? I can’t believe I am the

same T-shirt that you wore to the best of

your parties and bragged about to your

friends. How could you see me scrub-

bing the floor and not feel guilty about

it? How, just how?!G  T

Lame reasons to be a

They are shunned, spurned, even ignored.

But, the upswings of being a backbencher are

many. Do you also long to be at the back? 

Lame re s to be a
superhero

Life cycle of a T-shirt
I

ndia is known for its

diverse clothes, and with

great fashion, comes

great usability. All clothes in

India go through various

stages and no cloth is ever

thrown out. The versatile T-

shirt stands as no exception

to this rule. From being the

star of a party to scrubbing

the floors, life does come a

long way for this humble

garment. Satyam Ambast,

AIS Vas 1, XI A, traces the

journey of a t-shirt from

riches to rags, literally.

Superheroes and superpowers-a deadly combination

everyone dreams of. Are you among the seekers too?

Rear       viewRare

GT has sown the seed of a ‘fun
professional’ in me.

Riya Jain
AIS Vas 1, IX A, Page Editor
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Illustration: Anjali Singh, AIS Vas 1, XII B

Pic: Katyayani Richhariya, AIS Vas 1, XI C
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